Special Thanks

TO MY ADVISORS
CHA-LUN YUEH
JAY HOGGARD
NEELY BRUCE
RON KUVILA

FAMILY
GILDA SHARPE-ETTEH
AKPANOLIO ETTEH JR.
ERNIE AND ESTHER ETTEH
MARCIA SHARPE
ARRIS SHARPE

AND TO THE FRIENDS, DEANS, FACULTY, AND STAFF WHO FORM MY EXTENDED WESLEYAN FAMILY, WITHOUT WHOM CREATING MUSIC WOULD BE AN IMPOSSIBILITY, IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER:

RENEE JOHNSON-THORNTON, LAURA PATEY, PERSEPHONE HALL, JACKIE OUTLAW, MICHAEL CAPPER, EMILY BLACK, DAVID PHILLIPS, JENNIFER WOOD, LOUISE BROWN, JASMINE MACK, WENDY HORTON, WESLEYAN SPIRITS FAST AND PRESENT, MOLLY HANESSIAN, SHONTRE KERSHAW, CURRY, JESSICA BALCOM, ERIN NEWPORT, RHSA, UROZDENKO, BEN SCHULZ, MISS TRACY, PRISCILLA GRIE
Program

PART ONE
M'APPARI TUTT'AMOR – FRIEDRICH VON FLÖTOW
OMBRE MAI FU – GEORGE FRIDERIC HANDEL
LE CHARME – ERNEST CHAUSSON
EXTASE – HENRI DUPARC
POURQUOI ME REVEILLER – JULES MASSENET

PART TWO
INTO THE WEST – ANNIE LENNOX, FRAN WALSH, HOWARD SHORE
AVE MARIA – CHARLES GOUNOD, JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
LAND I DON'T BELONG – MUSIC, LYRIC BY ENOBONG ETTEH
FROM CENTER TO THE USA – MUSIC, LYRIC BY ENOBONG ETTEH
COUNTRY ROADS – MUSIC, LYRIC BY ENOBONG ETTEH
那就是我 – MUSIC BY GU JIAN FEN, LYRIC BY XIAO GUANG
TO WHERE YOU ARE – BY ALAN MENKEN, LINDA THOMPSON

Musicians

ENOBONG ETTEH – VOICE
CONNOR BENNION – PIANO

Dedicated to Akpanolu Eteh